
WEDDING MUSE PLANNING PACKAGES 2018-2019 

 

Our packages are designed to match couples with specific levels of assistance. All include our Day of 

Coordination with two team members.  

THE PLAN 

This is our best valued package and most complete planning package. We go to work for you the minute we are 

hired by asking some standard questions that help us to find your priorities and goals. We assist you in finding 

the best vendors, we offer spreadsheet comparisons, bullet point status reports, homework assignments and 

other logistics. This includes our Day of Coordination with two team members. 

100 guests: $4500     150 guests: $5000   200 guests: $5500                                          

THE WRAP UP 

This package provides Month of Assistance to our couples who enjoy the planning process, are well organized 

and prefer to manage the vendor selections, but could benefit from some expert guidance along the way. This 

couple would also like to know that their wedding day will be free of decisions and worry, due to the 

information we collect throughout the process.   



                                         100 guests: $1700   150 guests: $1850  200 guests: $1950 

THE WARM UP 

Would you like to be hands on during for your planning process, but would like a kickstart from someone who 

knows the shortcuts and tricks of the trade? This partial planning package provides some framework to your 

early decisions. For this couple, we can provide pre-vetted vendor selections, spreadsheet some comparisons for 

you and give you scheduled prompts for what you should be tackling along your timeline. The rest is up to you, 

and we are always available to give you some tips. This includes our Day of Coordination with two team 

members. 

100 guests: $2000    150 guests: $2400    200 guests: $2700 

WAKE US UP ( ON WEDDING DAY ) 

This is our most luxury and customizable package with lots of add-ons such as assisting with the rehearsal 

dinner plan, availability as POC for all related details, total design assistance and development and other 

features. If you prefer providing the general information and letting someone else do the heavy lifting, this is a 

great approach. It is the perfect package for 200 + guests with large wedding parties and/or other demanding 

logistics.  

100 guests: $7500    150 guests: $8500    200 guests:$9500     250 guests:$10500 

THE SIMPLE 

Do you prefer to do all of your own planning, even up until the last few days? Would you like a coordinator that 

just steps in on wedding day based on details you have provided? Are you most interested in day of decor setup 

and general running of the timeline, more than our pre-wedding logistical assistance? This package is designed 

for and available only for guest counts of under 100 in a pre-approved venue.  



This package is priced at $1200  

THE SPECIAL 

Our current special is a base package of $5000 that includes your essential florals and our Month of 

Assistance/Day of Coordination services. This is one of our most popular packages that insures great flow and 

control throughout your entire design and logistics process. We walk through the door on wedding day armed 

with all of your details, make the puzzle pieces fit and fluidly add in your décor. This includes Day of 

Coordination with two team members.  

 

 

 

 


